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molecular self-assembly with DnA offers a route for building user-defined nanoscale objects, 
but an apparent requirement for magnesium in solution has limited the range of conditions 
for which practical utility of such objects may be achieved. Here we report conditions for 
assembling templated multi-layer DnA objects in the presence of monovalent ions, showing 
that neither divalent cations in general or magnesium in particular are essential ingredients for 
the successful assembly of such objects. The percentage of DnA strands in an object that do 
not form thermally stable double-helical DnA domains (Tm>45 °C) with the template molecule 
correlated with the sodium requirements for obtaining folded objects. minimizing the fraction 
of such weakly binding strands by rational design choices enhanced the yield of folding. The 
results support the view that DnA-based nanodevices may be designed and produced for a 
variety of target environments. 
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Molecular self-assembly with DNA1,2 enables building cus-
tom-shaped nanometer-precise objects with addressable 
chemical features3–8. DNA origami9 is a successful design 

strategy that entails the folding of a long-template DNA strand 
(‘scaffold’) into target shapes that are encoded in the sequences of 
a set of short DNA strands (‘staples’). DNA origami has enabled  
the construction of sophisticated single-layered DNA patterns 
and containers10–15 along with multi-layer objects16–20 that con-
sist of multiple layers of DNA double helices packed in paral-
lel. DNA origami shapes have been tailored for custom appli-
cations, among them are nanotubes for NMR-based structural  
biology21,22, DNA-hybrid-devices for electronics23,24, logic-gated 
capsules for cell-specific molecular delivery25, optically active 
polarizers that may create metafluids26 and gatekeepers for single-
molecule sensing with nanopores27.

The great majority of these objects have been synthesized using 
a method of attractive simplicity, namely by thermal annealing of 
one-pot mixtures containing all required DNA strands (Fig. 1a). 
However, such reactions often result in a complex mixture contain-
ing fully folded objects and also by-products such as aggregates 
and unfolded or partially folded objects16. The success of assembly 
hinges on many aspects to be considered during object design and 
practical assembly, including structural details, choice of sequences, 
choice of annealing protocol, choice of concentrations and choice 
of co-factors. The divalent cation magnesium has long been a  
co-factor in DNA-based molecular self-assembly reactions (with few 
exceptions28), owing to its efficacy in screening inter-helical repul-
sion and stabilizing the stacked form of DNA Holliday junctions29. 
Assembling multi-layer DNA origami objects was found to require 
precisely calibrated magnesium chloride concentrations; additional 
monovalent cations antagonized folding16. However, magnesium  
is often not desirable: magnesium promotes DNA degradation,  

it can trigger unwanted enzymatic activity30, it may affect the fluo-
rescence brightness of dye molecules31 and precipitate inorganic 
nanoparticles32,33.

Here, conditions are reported for assembling multi-layer DNA 
objects in the absence of magnesium but in the presence of mono-
valent sodium, showing that neither divalent cations in general or 
magnesium in particular are essential requirements for assembling 
such objects and conferring practical advantages for applications 
that are not compatible with magnesium or divalent cations.

Results
Self-assembly in the presence of either magnesium or sodium. 
For one set of experiments, we designed a multi-layer DNA origami 
nanostructure in which 42 DNA double helices were bundled in 
honeycomb-type lattice packing to form a rectangular brick-shaped 
object. As a positive control, we analysed the folding behaviour 
of this object in magnesium-chloride-containing reactions, at 
concentrations ranging from 0 to 32 mM MgCl2 in steps of 2 mM. 
Note that the concentration of free magnesium ions was reduced 
due to the presence of 1 mM EDTA in solution. The reactions 
were subjected to slow thermal annealing from 65 to 25 °C over 
periods of up to 23 days. The reaction products were analysed 
using agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1b). The reaction that did 
not contain magnesium produced a smear in the gel that points to 
single-stranded scaffold DNA degradation. For the reactions with 
magnesium chloride concentrations up to 6 mM, we observed a 
single band that corresponded to unstructured particles or partially 
structured particles, in accordance with previous work16. A faster 
migrating species emerged for higher magnesium concentrations 
that corresponded to correctly folded particles, which we verified 
using negative-stain transmission electron microscopy (TEM). When 
using shorter annealing ramps, we found that the concentration 
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Figure 1 | Exemplary self-assembly of a multi-layer DNA object in the presence of either magnesium or sodium chloride. (a) schematic illustration of 
templated molecular self-assembly with DnA origami using one-pot thermal annealing. (b,d) Photographs of ethidium-bromide-stained 2% agarose gels 
with products obtained from 12-day-long thermal annealing (supplementary Tables s5) of a multi-layer DnA object in magnesium chloride (mgCl2) (b) 
and in sodium chloride (naCl) (d). saturated high-mobility bands are caused by excess staple strands. The object is designed as 42 DnA double helices 
packed in parallel on a honeycomb-type lattice. Arrows marked with ‘u’ indicates unfolded species, whereas ‘f’ indicates the folded particle species. m, 
1 kb marker; ref, scaffold DnA. (c,e) Representative average negative-stain TEm micrographs of folded particles. Particle micrographs were obtained by 
imaging unpurified folding products directly after thermal annealing in (c) 20 mm magnesium chloride and (e) 2.4 m sodium chloride. Flat view: sum of 
300 particles each, side view: sum of 50 particles each. see supplementary Fig. s2 for individual particles. scale bar, 20 nm.
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range for which unstructured and folded species coexist broadened 
toward higher magnesium concentrations (Supplementary Fig. 
S1). Increasingly high assembly barriers when decreasing the 
magnesium chloride concentration may explain the increasing 
coexistence regime for shorter annealing ramps. A concentration 
of 8 mM magnesium chloride appeared minimally required for full 
assembly of the 42-helix bundle.

We repeated the thermal annealing experiments with the 42-
helix bundle object with sodium chloride instead of magnesium 
chloride in the reaction mixtures. We screened 100-fold larger con-
centrations than for magnesium chloride, from 0 to 3.4 M sodium 
chloride in steps of 0.2 M. The reaction products were again ana-
lysed using agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1d). For concentrations 
up to 1 M sodium chloride, a slow band was observed that reflected 
the presence of unstructured particles, whereas at 1.2 M sodium 
chloride, the emergence of a faster migrating species reflected the 
additional presence of folded particles. The folded species became 
enriched towards higher sodium chloride concentrations. In con-
trast to assembly in the presence of magnesium, coexistence of 
folded and unstructured species prevailed over a wide concentra-
tion range from 1.2 M up to 3.4 M sodium chloride even in 23-day 
long annealing reactions. The overall lane intensities remained com-
parable up to 3.4 M NaCl.

To compare the shape of folded objects formed in the presence 
of either magnesium or sodium, we employed negative-stain TEM 
and image processing (Fig. 1c,e; Supplementary Fig. S2). In micro-
graphs prepared by classifying and averaging distinct individual 
particle views, we found that objects assembled in magnesium  
chloride versus sodium chloride were highly similar and agreed 
both favourably with the expected shape (Fig. 1c,e). A gel electro-
phoretic analysis of products obtained from reactions run with either  
magnesium or sodium, but adjusted to identical ionic strength post 
folding (Supplementary Fig. S3), showed identical gel mobility of 
the folded species, thus supporting the interpretation that the folded 
objects were similar in shape.

Shape- and design-specific sodium requirements. We designed a 
panel of ten additional multi-layer DNA origami objects (Fig. 2a)  
including 6, 8, 10, 12, 18 and 24 helix bundles in honeycomb- 
lattice packing, a 100-helix bundle in square-lattice packing and 
three additional versions of the 42-helix bundle. We screened the 
assembly behaviour of all of these structures upon thermal anneal-
ing in the presence of varying concentrations of either magnesium 
chloride (as a positive control for folding) or sodium chloride and 
analysed the reaction products using gel electrophoresis as described 
above for Fig. 1. All structures assembled successfully in both types 
of electrolytes except for the 100-helix bundle, which only formed 
in the presence of magnesium.

We determined the minimally required concentration of either 
magnesium or sodium ions for emergence of fully folded particles 
for each object tested (Fig. 2b,c, see also Supplementary Fig. S1 for 
gel electrophoretic data). We found that thin objects, such as the six-
helix bundle, formed in the presence of 200 mM sodium, whereas 
thicker objects such as the 24-helix bundle fully formed only in the 
presence of molar concentrations of sodium (1 M). The sodium 
requirements grew with increasing thickness of the objects, but also 
varied for design variants of the same global shape as observed for 
the four versions of the 42-helix bundle object.

The four versions of the 42-helix bundle object served as test 
cases for the influence of decisions taken during design (here: sta-
ple backbone breaking rules) on folding success in the presence of 
sodium. All four versions of the 42-helix bundle used staple strands 
with an average length of 42 nucleotides derived from identical 
scaffold sequence permutations. In rule 1 (Fig. 3a), backbone nicks 
were placed predominantly in dsDNA segments between crossovers 
longer than 7 bp and positioned 3 or 4 bp away from crossovers. In 

7-bp segments, nicks were positioned 3 and 4 bp away from crosso-
vers. Rule 2 (Fig. 3a) was similar to rule 1 except that nicks were 
placed only 2 bp away from the nearest crossover. In rule 3 (Fig. 3a), 
backbone nicks were placed directly at crossover positions such that 
each staple strand wherever possible, forms one, but only one, 14-bp  
dsDNA domain with the scaffold. The rule 3 version, therefore,  
contained also half crossovers. Rule 4 (Fig. 3a) was a partial 
negation of rule 1; backbone nicks were never placed in dsDNA  
segments longer than 7 bp. In 7-bp segments, nicks were posi-
tioned 3 and 4 bp away from crossovers. The four different design 
rules resulted in distinct distributions of dsDNA domain lengths  
(Fig. 3b) that are formed between staple strands and scaffold within 
the 42-helix bundle object.

The four versions of the 42-helix bundle exhibited a markedly 
different assembly behaviour in the presence of sodium chloride. 
For example, the object designed according to rule 4 was the only 
version that fully formed in short 1.5-day-long annealing (Fig. 3c), 
while all design versions gave folded products after 12-day-long 
annealing (Fig. 3c) in the presence of 2.4 M sodium. Note that 
the object designed according to rule 4 had the highest mobility, 
suggesting strongest compaction. For 12-day annealing, the yield 
of folding was also best for the object designed according to rule 
4 with negligible by-products and approaches 100%, as measured 
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Figure 2 | Exploring the salt requirements for self-assembly of a panel  
of multi-layer DNA objects. (a) Cylinder models of 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 24,  
42 and 100 helix (hlx) bundle objects. Four different versions of the  
42-helix bundle object were designed. see supplementary Fig. s5 for 
design details and supplementary Data 1 for DnA sequences for all 
objects. (b,c) Grey triangles: minimally required magnesium chloride 
concentrations for obtaining fully folded particles of each of the indicated 
DnA objects in slow one-pot thermal annealing. Red circles: minimally 
required sodium chloride concentrations for obtaining fully folded particles 
in slow one-pot thermal annealing. see supplementary Fig. s1 for gel 
electrophoretic data. Blue squares: fraction of DnA staple strands in each 
object that do not form double-helical DnA domains with the scaffold 
strand with melting temperatures above 45 °C (methods).
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by product band intensity versus total lane intensity excluding  
the excess staple band (Fig. 3c). The objects designed according 
to rules 1 to 4 could be ordered according to minimally required 
sodium concentrations (Fig. 2c). The rule 1 object required the  
most sodium (1.6 M), whereas the rule 4 object required the least 
sodium (1 M).

In the presence of 20 mM magnesium instead of sodium, all 
versions of the 42-helix bundle fully formed in short 1.5-day-long 
annealing reactions (Fig. 3d). In such reactions, all versions yielded 
fully folded particles, but rule 3 and rule 4 reactions gave the best 
results with fewest by-products. In another recent study34, vari-
ous backbone nick distribution rules were tested for their ability to 
increase the yield of assembly in the presence of magnesium chlo-
ride reaction. The presence of a 14-bp-long ‘seed’ dsDNA domain 
formed by each staple strand with the scaffold was found to enhance 
folding yield. Our results obtained with the 42-helix bundle designed 
according to rule 3 and 4 support this finding.

A measure for design quality. As the concentration requirements 
for successful assembly in sodium chloride did not only depend on 
global shape alone but also on internal design details, we searched 
for a design-specific quantity that correlated with the required 
sodium chloride concentration. We analysed all objects tested here 
regarding the sequence-specific thermal stability of continuous 
dsDNA domains defined in the design. To this end, we assumed 

isolated domains, two-state hybridization and 20 mM magnesium 
in solution (Methods). We found that the percentage of staple 
DNA strands within each object that by design do not form at least 
one dsDNA domain with the scaffold with a melting temperature 
greater than 45 °C correlated strongly with the minimally required 
sodium concentrations (Fig. 2c). In the six-helix bundle, a minor-
ity of staple strands (22%) lacked such stable domains, whereas in 
the 100-helix bundle it was the majority (79%). The six-helix bun-
dle assembled in the presence of 200 mM sodium chloride, whereas 
the 100-helix bundle did not form at all, even in the presence of 
up to 3.4 M sodium chloride. The 42-helix bundle version (rule 4) 
that required the least sodium chloride (1 M) and gave best folding 
results had the lowest fraction of staple strands lacking at least one 
stable dsDNA domain (39%), whereas the version that gave worst 
results and required the most sodium chloride had the highest con-
tent of ‘unstable’ staple strands (69%).

These findings suggested that minimizing the fraction of staple 
strands that do not form stable dsDNA domains with the scaffold 
might be a design strategy that supports fast and high-yield assem-
bly of multi-layer DNA objects in the presence of sodium and that 
may also positively affect the yield of assembly in the presence of 
magnesium. Distributing backbone nicks in different ways as tested 
here is one option to rationally affect the fraction of ‘unstable’ 
dsDNA domains, the choice of scaffold sequence may be another 
that remains to be explored.
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Figure 3 | The distribution of backbone nicks affects folding success. (a) schematic illustration of four backbone nick distribution rules. Thick solid lines 
represent scaffold strand. The horizontal crossover spacing is 7 bp for honeycomb-type packing. (b) The distribution of length of dsDnA domains formed 
by staple strands with the scaffold strand resulting when applying backbone nick rules 1 to 4 to a 42-helix bundle object in honeycomb-type packing.  
(c) Left panel (middle panel): photograph of a ethidium-bromide-stained 2% agarose gel on which folding products of 42-helix bundle versions designed 
according to rules 1 to 4 obtained after 1.5-day-long (12-day-long) thermal annealing in the presence of 2.4 m naCl were electrophoresed. m, 1 kb marker; 
ref, scaffold DnA. (d) As in (c) left panel, but for reactions run in the presence of 20 mm mgCl2. m, 1 kb marker; ref, scaffold DnA.
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Two of the backbone nick distribution rules that we tested (rules 
3 and 4) resulted in a similar overall content of long (≥14) dsDNA 
domains formed between staples and scaffold, but different percent-
ages of staple strands lacking stable dsDNA domains formed with 
the scaffold (51% and 39%, respectively). Rule 3 considered half-
crossovers to achieve at least one 14-bp-long fragment per staple 
strand. In magnesium chloride reactions, both objects gave com-
parable results (Fig. 3c), but in sodium chloride reactions the rule 4 
object performed significantly better.

Discussion
To conclude, we reported conditions for assembling multi-layer 
DNA objects in the presence of monovalent sodium ions. Comput-
ing the percentage of staple strands in an object that do not form 
stable dsDNA domains with the scaffold (Tm>45 °C at 20 mM mag-
nesium) and using our tabulated data in Fig. 2c may help estimat-
ing the required concentrations for folding other objects in the 
presence of sodium chloride. For the convenience of the interested 
reader, we have included as a supplement a graphical user interface 
(GUI)-based software tool that analyses DNA origami design files 
in this regard. Our results (and that of Shih and coworkers34 for 
the case of folding in magnesium) show that minimizing the per-
centage of weakly binding staple strands through decisions taken 
during design can positively affect the yield of self-assembly, both in 
the presence of either sodium or magnesium. We believe that con-
sidering the sequence-specific thermal stability of dsDNA domains 
formed throughout the target object may be a viable starting point 
towards development of quantitative design approaches for creating 
‘super-folding’ functional DNA objects.

Methods
Molecular self-assembly with DNA origami. Structures were designed using 
caDNAno17, see Supplementary Fig. S5 for designs. Recombinant M13 filamentous 
bacteriophage DNA were prepared as previously described21. Staple oligonucle-
otide strands were synthesized and purified by Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, 
Germany, HPSF purification). Production of DNA objects was performed in one-
pot reactions by mixing 10 nM scaffold strands derived from M13 bacteriophage 
with 100 nM of each oligonucleotide staple strand in a pH = 8 buffer created by 
mixing 5 mM TRIS-Base with 1 mM EDTA. Buffer pH was not titrated to avoid  
the further addition of ionic species. A specified concentration of either magne-
sium chloride or sodium chloride was created. The mixtures were subjected to 
thermal-annealing ramps that cooled from 65 to 25°C over the course of minimum 
1.5 or up to 23 days (see Supplementary Tables S1–S6). The required minimum  
salt concentrations for nanostructure formation were determined electro-
phoretically as described in the results section, using gel image data from  
the longest annealing protocols where we could still discern bands in ethidium-
bromide-stained agarose gels.

Gel electrophoresis. Assembly reaction products were electrophoresed on 2% 
agarose gels containing 0.5× TBE, 11 mM magnesium chloride, ~0.5 µg ml − 1  
ethidium bromide at 70 V in a gel box immersed in an ice water bath.

TEM and image processing. Purified particles or unpurified reaction products 
were adsorbed on glow-discharged formvar-supported carbon-coated Cu400 TEM 
grids (Science Services, Munich, Germany) and stained using a 2% aqueous uranyl 
formate solution containing 25 mM sodium hydroxide. Imaging was performed  
using a Philips CM100 electron microscope operated at 100 kV. Images were 
acquired using an AMT 4 Megapixel CCD camera. Micrograph scale bars were 
calibrated by imaging 2D catalase crystals and using the lattice constants as length 
reference. Imaging was performed at X11 500 and X28 500 magnification. For  
image processing, libraries of indiviual particle micrographs were created by  
particle picking using the EMAN2 (ref. 35) boxing routine. Unsupervised particle  
classification and generation of class averages was performed using Xmipp36.

Design analysis. We developed a custom computer code for parsing caDNAno17 
nanostructure design files (Supplementary Software) as a GUI-based software tool 
(design_analyzer.app) that runs under the National Instruments LabView Runtime 
for Mac OS X. The code identifies all continuous double-helical DNA domains in a 
given caDNAno design file, and determines their sequences based on a defined  
input scaffold sequence permutation. For Fig. 2c, the free energy for DNA hybri-
dization at a given temperature was computed assuming strands at 10 nM and 
100 nM concentration for each double-helical DNA domain and 20 mM magne-
sium chloride in solution. Nearest-neighbor free-energy parameters at 1 M sodium 

chloride were taken from SantaLucia et al.37 and a salt correction was employed38. 
The melting point Tm = dH/dS was determined and tabulated for each double- 
helical DNA domain formed by each staple DNA strand of the nanostructure. The 
staple strands that do not form at least one double-helical DNA domain with Tm 
>45 °C were counted and divided by the total number of staple strands in the object. 
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